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Leader in heating elementsLeader in heating elements





ROTFIL GROUP is a leading global manufacturer of industrial-application 
heating elements whose on-going evolution projects the company into the 
future. 
With a corporate history dating back to 1977, ROTFIL has a production 
network that comprises 4 factories located in Italy, Germany and Tunisia, and 
has its operational and commercial headquarters in Pianezza (Turin, Italy).

Leader in heating elements



ROTFIL GROUP has enlarged its 
scope from the kick-off and 
operates in a wide range of areas 
guaranteeing products of 
excellence. ROTFIL, as leading 
international manufacturer of hi-
tech heating elements, has been 
UNI EN ISO 9001 certified since 
1996, moreover has always adopted 
maximum quality standards 
requiring utmost precision and 
consistently impeccable end 
results.

Leader in heating elements



Worldwide productionWorldwide production

ROTFIL GROUP can count on of an international production network that makes 
it a worldwide force.
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Italy

Manufacturing silicon,

mica, kapton, mylar,

etched foil heating elements

Germany

Manufacturing, commercial

and service department

Tunisia

Manufacturing plant

Nozzle heaters

Infrared heaters

Automotive heaters

Heaters assemblies

Headquarters and Manufacturing

Or high technology heating elements:

cartrige, microtube, mini coil, self 
regulating PTC, radiators, nuclear
aerospace, army,naval laboratory.



Group company Elmat S.r.l., based in 
Paese (Treviso, Italy), undertakes the 
design and manufacture of special-
application flexible electrical heating 
elements produced using innovative 
technology.

Worldwide production



Worldwide production



Jeka GmbH, a company based in 
Heppenheim (Frankfurt, Germany), 
falls within ROTFIL’s policy of 
internationalisation – a policy that has 
set store by the prestige of German 
technology and taken advantage of its 
valuable know-how and time-tested 
skills. Jeka’s advanced technological 
expertise is exploited to manufacture 
sophisticated constant-power 
thermostat and temperature-fuse 
controlled heaters, band heaters and 
flat flexible heaters. 

Worldwide production



Worldwide production



The Tunisian company AZ Technology 
S.a.r.l. represents a new major 
enterprise specialized in the 
production of electric infrared ceramic 
heaters, sealed nozzle heaters and 
automotive cartridge heating 
elements. 

Worldwide production



Worldwide production

Rotfil supplies heating assemblies
to the most important truck brake system 

manufacturers, all over the world.



International sales networkInternational sales network



Growth trend on foreign markets is consistently positive, 
with competitiveness sustained by the assurance of quality. 
ROTFIL guarantees maximum sales collaboration with the 
client by developing made-to-measure samples and 
prototypes. A fundamental plus is product delivery speed 
through automated warehouses that handle daily dispatch to 
all parts of the world.

ROTFIL GROUP’s international sales network continues to 
expand globally and with strategic focus on the emerging 
Asian and Chinese markets. ROTFIL has a capillary worldwide 
distribution network ranging, from Australia to Central North 
and South America.

International sales network



A fundamental plus is product delivery speed through automated warehouses that 
handle daily dispatch to all parts of the world.

International sales network



Application fieldsApplication fields

Rotfil has got the total worldwide production of anti-freezing heaters for the 
brakes of trucks and buses.
Rotfil also supplies heaters for railways, for medical applications, for the 
processing of sheets of titanium for aerospace use, for technological areas 
aboard military ships.



With its international production companies, ROTFIL GROUP now has an 
excellent coverage on the international market.
Our customers include some of the most important and well known industries in 
various fields including aerospace, automotive, medical, plastic processing, 
packaging, energy etc.

Application fields



Extensive product rangeExtensive product range

ROTFIL GROUP holds an extensive range of worldwide registered trademarks, 
each referred to a specific product. Rotfil keeps a stock of more than 100,000 
standard heating elements, available for prompt delivery: 3 workdays from 
P.O. receival to shipment (with customized finishing).



Rollmax
Microtubular heaters

These are used for differentiated nozzle heating in plastic materials injection 
moulding and also constitute an extremely practical solution in a host of 
industrial electrical heating applications.

Extensive product range



Piromax
Sealed nozzle heaters

Extensive product range

These are sealed and protected against all chemical agents used in the plastic moulding
process. The heavy duty construction and the high watt density allow fast heating up. The 
internal profile perfectly round generates an optimal heat transmission to the nozzle.



Heaters for radiators

Small pieces of master technology: thermostat-free PTC self-regulation, reduced 
diameter, high-speed warm-up, extremely safe and silent.

Extensive product range



Ultramax
High power density cartridge heaters

Due to their versatility and high reliability, they are used in the most diverse 
industrial applications: cartridge heaters with high, medium and low power 
density (Ultramax, Supermax, Normax), cartridge heaters for temperatures up to 
1000 °C (Ipermax), flat cartridge heaters.

Extensive product range



Infraker
Radiant infrared heaters

Extensive product range

They heat very uniformely through radiation wide areas. They are very efficient for the 
heating of plastic sheets, textiles and drying applications. The glazed surface is not
subjected to oxhydation and makes them suitable for heavy duty applications. They are 
shock resistant and are not damaged by water spray.



Etched foil flexible heaters

Boundless design, heat-distribution and self-regulation characteristics. Highly 
versatile shapeability makes them the ideal heating solution for any surface.

Extensive product range



Thermocouples and accessories

Thermocouples, thermoresistances, temperature controls and regulating 
systems.

Extensive product range



Special heaters

Mikanit and ceramic band heaters, flexible and immersion heaters, tubular 
heaters and square cross-section tubular heaters, strip and ring heaters, heating 
cables.

Extensive product range



Research and developmentResearch and development

ROTFIL’s R&D Lab works towards 
optimum product innovation, quality 
and functionality through direct 
experimentation and testing of 
individual components and build 
materials. The technological tools at 
ROTFIL’s disposal allow in-depth 
experimental analysis geared to 
future development.



Test bench experiment data are 
processed by ROTFIL’s Design 
Department. 
The department proposes innovative 
solutions based on the specific 
technical requirements of the 
client. 

Research and development



The R&D Lab synergises with the 
Design Department helps to attain 
optimal engineering solutions and 
maintain product standards at 
expert level.

Research and development



Quality processesQuality processes

The main production unit at the 
facility in Pianezza (Turin, Italy) 
occupies some 6000 m2 and it is here 
where the cartridge, microtubular, 
self-regulating PTC heaters and very 
special heaters are manufactured.



This unit is structured in 
departments distinguished by the 
technical features of the products: 
into these areas the components are 
assembled into the finished product 
according to total quality 
manufacturing standards.

Quality processes



In order to respond to all production 
requirements, ROTFIL uses 
multifunction programmable robots 
that guarantee upper level 
performances.

Quality processes



The assembly and automatic testing 
stages that are conducted in the 
main production are constantly 
monitored by specialised personnel 
to ensure excellence of the final 
product for O.E.M. customers. 
Products can be laser-marked with 
their custom logos.

Assembly and testing

Quality processes
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Quality processes



Certified QualityCertified Quality

The worldwide sales prestige earned 
by ROTFIL is also due to the 
development of solutions that meet 
production standards and 
international regulations, as has 
been prooven by a wide range of 
product certifications, including 
VDE, UL, CSA.



Rotfil is also certified supplier to Avio Spa and CERN (European Centre for Nuclear 
Research), as well as many subcontractor companies and institutes in the defense 
and research field. 
Rotfil Quality System is certified ISO 9001:2008. The company has been certified 
ISO 9000 since 1996. 

Certified Quality
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